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ABSTRACT 

As cloud applications proliferate and data-processing demands 
increase, server resources must grow to unleash the performance of 
emerging workloads that scale well with large number of compute 
nodes. Nevertheless, power has become a crucial bottleneck that 
restricts horizontal scaling (scale out) of server systems, especially 
in datacenters that employ power over-subscription. When a data-
center hits the maximum capacity of its power provisioning equip-
ment, the owner has to either build another facility or upgrade ex-
isting utility power infrastructure – both approaches add huge capi-
tal expenditure, require significant construction lead time, and can 
further increase the owner’s carbon footprint.   

This paper proposes Oasis, a power provisioning scheme for 
enabling power-/carbon- constrained datacenter servers to scale out 
economically and sustainably. Oasis naturally supports incremental 
power capacity expansion with near-zero environmental impact as 
it takes advantages of modular renewable energy system and 
emerging distributed battery architecture. It allows scale-out data-
center to double its capacity using 100% green energy with up to 
25% less overhead cost. This paper also describes our implementa-
tion of Oasis prototype and introduces our multi-source driven 
power management scheme Ozone. Ozone allows Oasis to identify 
the most suitable power supply control strategies and adjust server 
load cooperatively to maximize overall system efficiency and reli-
ability. Our results show that Ozone could reduce the performance 
degradation of Oasis to 1%, extend Oasis battery lifetime by over 
50%, and almost triple the average battery backup capacity which 
is crucial for mission-critical systems. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: 
C.5.5 [Computer System Implementation] Servers 

General Terms: Design; Management; Experimentation. 

Keywords: datacenter, scalability, green energy, sustainability, 
power management, energy storage, cloud workload 
 

 
Figure 1: “How will your organization handle increased capacity 
demand over the next 12-18 months” – results from the Uptime 
Institute 2012 Data Center Industry Survey [3]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The rapid adoption of cloud computing in today’s economies is 

deemed a powerful engine for the growth of installed server ca-
pacity. To support emerging data-analytic workloads that tend to 
scale well with large number of compute nodes, modern datacen-
ters are continually adding computing resources (i.e., scaling out) 
to their existing sites. In turn, global server market size is projected 
to triple in 2020, accounting for over 1000 TWh annual energy 
consumption [1, 2].  
 Over time, the constant influx of server resources in datacen-
ters will eventually become power-constrained. According to a 
recent industry survey from the Uptime Institute [3], 30% of the 
enterprise datacenter managers expected to run out of power capac-
ity within 12 months. Figure 1 shows several widely adopted solu-
tions to the power capacity problem. While leasing collocated 
racks and deploying cloud services fit small server clusters on a 
budget, this study mainly focuses on large-scale enterprise datacen-
ters and approaches that aim at improving computing capability 
and capacity. Server consolidation is mature techniques that can 
free up power capacity. However, in power-constrained datacen-
ters, even consolidated servers have to limit their performance 
using either software-based (i.e., virtual CPU allocation) or hard-
ware-based (i.e., DVFS) control knobs to avoid tripping circuit-
breakers and causing costly downtime. 

Upgrading power systems is a radical solution that allows one 
to add more servers, racks, and even onsite containers. However, 
like building a new datacenter, re-sizing datacenter initial power 
capacity can be a great undertaking since conventional centralized 
power provisioning scheme does not scale well. In a typical data-
center, the power delivery path involves multiple power 
equipments across several layers, as shown in Figure 2. Upgrading 
power infrastructure often requires re-design of the entire power 
delivery path which is not only costly but also time-consuming. 
Worse, utility power feeds are often at their capacity in some urban 
areas and additional electricity access for datacenter is restricted.  
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Figure 2: Conventional datacenter power architecture is not 
‘scale-out friendly’. Existing facility-level renewable power 
integration can also be costly and problematic.  

 
 In addition, modern scale-out datacenters are not only power-
constrained, but also carbon-constrained. As server power demand 
increases, the associated carbon footprint expansion poses signifi-
cant challenges for scale-out datacenters. It has been shown that 
global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions could easily exceed 100 
million metric tons per year if we keep using utility grid power that 
is generated from conventional fossil fuel [4]. An emerging solu-
tion to the carbon reduction problem is to leverage green energy 
sources to lower the environmental impact of computing systems. 
Several companies, including Microsoft, IBM, Google, Apple, and 
eBay, all start to explore renewable energy in datacenters as part of 
their long-term energy strategies and corporate environmental 
goals [5-9]. For example, eBay is experimenting with a small data-
center powered by a 100kW solar array. Apple’s Maiden datacen-
ter in North Carolina draws renewable power from both self-
generation (60%) and regional plant (40%). 
 Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, existing green 
energy integration schemes often employ centralized power inte-
gration architecture and largely overlook the modularity of renew-
able power supplies. As shown in Figure 2, one of the advantages 
of such facility-level integration is that the renewable power sup-
plies can be synchronized to the utility grid to eliminate the nega-
tive impact of renewable power variation on datacenter servers. 
However, the operation of such grid-connected renewable power 
system often relies on the availability of utility power. Meanwhile, 
the centralized power integration not only results in single-point of 
failure, but also makes future capacity expansion expensive.  
 In this study we ask one important question: “Can we enable a 
power-constrained datacenter to gracefully scale out while lower-
ing the carbon footprint with high efficiency and low overhead?” 
Faced with the ever-growing computing demand, the skyrocketing 
server power expenditures, and the looming global environmental 
crisis, this question is of significant importance to datacenter op-
erators who have to embrace efficient power provisioning and 
management schemes to survive economically and sustainably. 
 We propose Oasis, a unified power provisioning framework 
that synergistically integrates energy source control, power system 
monitoring, and architectural support for power-aware computing. 
Oasis leverages modular renewable power integration and distrib-
uted battery architecture to provide flexible power capacity incre-
ments. It allows power-/carbon- constrained systems to stay on 
track with horizontal scaling and computing capacity expansion.  
 We implement Oasis as a prototyped research platform for 
exploring key design tradeoffs in multi-source powered datacenter. 
Our first generation prototype is a micro server rack (12U) that 

draws power from onsite solar panels, conventional utility power, 
and local energy storage devices. These energy sources are coordi-
nated by a micro-controller based power control hub (PCH) built 
from scratch. We customize the PCH to make it a rack-mounted, 
interactive system for easy installation and diagnosis. 
 We further propose Ozone, a power management scheme for 
Optimized Oasis Operation (O3). Transcending the boundaries of 
traditional primary and secondary power, Ozone creates a smart 
power source switching mechanism that enables server system to 
deliver high performance while maintaining desired system effi-
ciency and reliability. Ozone is able to dynamically distill crucial 
runtime statistics of different power sources to avoid unbalanced 
usage of different power sources. It could identify the most suitable 
control strategies and adaptively adjusts the server speed via dy-
namic frequency scaling to maximize the benefits of Oasis system.  
  To summarize, Oasis and Ozone constitute an interesting re-
search platform from many perspectives: (1) it enables datacenter 
power system to scale-out and facilitates partial green power inte-
gration; (2) it links power supply management and server system 
control, and could enable real-time power supply driven workload 
scheduling; (3) its power provisioning architecture (i.e., hybrid 
power supplies + distributed control domain) could bring us im-
proved datacenter availability in many power failure scenarios; (4) 
its decentralized  multi-source power management could provide 
datacenter operator the flexibility of offering different green com-
puting services based on different customer expectations.  
 This paper makes the following contributions:  

 We propose Oasis, a novel power provisioning architecture 
that enables server power supply to scale-out, thereby facil-
itating initial capacity planning and on-demand datacenter 
capacity expansion.   

 We build a prototype system of Oasis from scratch. The 
system provides interactive communication portal between 
hybrid power supply and server system, thereby enabling 
real power-driven workload control and workload-driven 
energy source management.   

 We propose Optimized Oasis Operation (Ozone) that could 
jointly optimize battery service life, battery backup time, 
and workload performance. Our evaluation results show 
that Oasis is able to further reduce workload execution de-
lay to 1%, extend battery lifetime by over 50%, increase 
battery autonomy time by 1.9X, while still maintains satis-
factory green energy usage rate. 

 We further discuss the impact of Oasis on the cost of large-
scale datacenter design. We show that Oasis could enable 
scale-out datacenters to double its capacity with up to 29% 
less cost overhead, compared to the facility-level one-time 
renewable energy integration. 

 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illus-
trates Oasis topology and describes design rationale. Section 3 
presents the implementation of Oasis. Section 4 proposes Ozone 
power management. Second 5 introduces experimental methodolo-
gy. Section 6 presents our evaluation of Ozone. Section 7 analyzes 
the cost-effectiveness of Oasis. Section 8 discusses related work 
and Section 9 concludes this paper. 

2. OASIS: OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE 
In this section we first give an overview of typical datacenter 

expansion strategies, which we refer to as power capacity scale-out 
models. We then introduce modular power sources that could be 
leveraged to facilitate efficient and flexible capacity expansion. 
Finally, we discuss important design considerations for Oasis. 



 

Figure 3: Oasis power provisioning architecture leverages the modular-
ity of both battery systems and renewable power systems. 

Figure 4: Distributed energy storages (battery) emerge in re-
cent implementation of server clusters [11]. 

 
2.1 Scale-Out Models 

We classify existing power capacity scale-out model as either 
utility power over-provisioning or centralized power capacity ex-
pansion. In the first case, the utility power and datacenter power 
delivery infrastructure is designed to support the maximal power 
the load may ever draw. Although such design provides abundant 
power headroom for scale-out server system, it inevitably increases 
the carbon footprint. In the second case, the power delivery infra-
structure is provisioned for a certain level of anticipated future 
power drawn and the scaling out is handled entirely by datacenter-
level power capacity integration. However, installing large-scale 
renewable power system often results in high expansion cost. 

Oasis explores a “pay-as-you-grow” model for scale-out data-
centers, which we refer to as distributed green power increments 
model. In this model, the utility grid and datacenter power delivery 
infrastructure are provisioned for a fixed level of load power de-
mand. When datacenter reaches its maximum capacity, however, 
we add renewable power capacity by small increments in a distrib-
uted manner. This approach not only provides carbon-free power 
capacity expansion to a power-constrained datacenter, but also 
avoids over-committing its capitals. As shown in Figure 3, Oasis 
consists of a number of green energy powered computing racks, 
called Oasis nodes. Each Oasis node is attached to a distributed 
power control hub (PCH), which further connects to onsite renew-
able power supply, power distribution unit (PDU) for utility power, 
and local distributed energy storage devices. In Section 2.2 we 
introduce modular power sources that allow us to add power capac-
ity incrementally; in Section 2.3 we discuss the rationale for dis-
tributed green power integration in datacenters.  

2.2 Modular Power Sources 
 Scale-out datacenters need both modular standby power 
sources that provide incremental backup power capacity and modu-
lar primary power sources that generate additional electrical power. 
Today, distributed battery architecture is emerging to improve 
datacenter efficiency [10, 11]. It provides us a convenient way to 
add additional backup power as computing demand increases. In 
addition, renewable power supplies such as solar panels are usually 
modular and highly scalable in their capacity. They are ideal power 
supplies that support carbon-free server scale-out.  

2.2.1 Distributed Energy Storage System 
Google and Facebook propose employing distributed energy 

storage to avoid the energy efficiency loss due to power double-
conversion in conventional centralized UPS systems [10, 11]. Such 
de-centralized design can also avoid single-point of failure and 

increase overall datacenter availability. Recently, the distributed 
battery topology has been further used to shave peak power to free 
up datacenter capacity [10]. In this study, we leverage distributed 
battery for supporting incremental server system scale-out.  

Figure 4 illustrates the distributed battery provisioning archi-
tectures in the Open Compute Project [11] led by Facebook. In the 
coarse-grained integration scheme, a battery cabinet populated with 
commodity lead-acid batteries is used to provide standby power for 
a rack triplet. Each triplet consists of three column racks and each 
rack is further divided into three power zones. The battery cabinet 
also includes several breakers, quick fuse disconnects, sensors, and 
a high current DC bus bar. In the fine-grained integration scheme, 
the battery cabinet is replaced by a high-density lithium-ion battery 
backup unit (BBU) in each rack power zone. In both cases, battery 
provides 48V DC backup power to the servers and could provide 
around 45 seconds of runtime at full load [11]. 

2.2.2 Solar Power with Micro-Inverters 
Wind turbine and solar panel are both modular power sources. 

Compared to wind turbines, solar panels can provide even smaller 
capacity increments. In this study we look at solar panels that use 
micro-inverter [12] to provide incremental power capacity.  

Conventionally, solar power system uses string inverters 
which require several panels to be linked in series to feed one in-
verter. String inverters are big, prone to failure from heat, and 
shows low efficiency. In contrast, micro-inverters are smaller in 
size and can be built as an integrated part of the panel itself. As 
shown in Figure 3, each panel has its own micro-inverter; solar 
panels are further connected in parallel to offer larger power capac-
ity. Compared to centralized design, solar panel with micro-
inverter shows much better scalability, reliability and efficiency. 
The only disadvantage is its relatively high cost per watt compared 
to centralized inverter. However, the amortized cost can be lower 
than a centralized system (detailed in Section 7).  

2.3 Distributed Integration 
Oasis adds renewable power capacity at power distribution 

unit (PDU) level. As shown in Figure 3, the PUD-level renewable 
energy integration allows us to scale out server system on a per-
rack basis. We do not use centralized power integration since it 
does not support fine-grained server expansion very well. Today’s 
power-constrained datacenter typically over-subscribes pieces of 
its power distribution hierarchy such as the PDU, thereby creating 
power delivery bottlenecks. Adding renewable power capacity at 
datacenter-level power switch gear does not guarantee increased 
power budget for the newly added server racks since probably the 
associated PDU has already reached its capacity limit.  



 

(a) System prototype (b) Node architecture 
Figure 5: Prototype of Oasis node. Several key components include: (1) network switch, (2) computing nodes, (3) power control 
hub, (4) battery chassis, (5) converter and inverter, (6) power switch, (7) PLC, and (8) HMI. 

 

Oasis does not synchronize renewable power to utility power 
due to three considerations. First, at the PDU level, renewable pow-
er synchronization induces voltage transients, frequency distortions, 
and harmonics. Datacenter servers are susceptible to the power 
anomalies. As the impact of power quality issue on server efficiency 
and reliability is still an open question, massively adding grid-tied 
renewable power at rack level is debatable. Second, even if one 
chooses to synchronize renewable power at datacenter facility-level, 
grid-tied renewable power system can cause efficiency problems. 
The newly added renewable power incurs many levels of redundant 
power conversion before reaching server racks, resulting over 10% 
energy loss [13]. Third, as required by UL 1741 and IEEE 1547, all 
grid-tied inverters must disconnect from the grid if they detect pow-
er islanding. That is, these renewable power systems must shut 
down if the grid power no longer present. As reported in a recent 
survey, the U.S. datacenter experiences 3.5 times of utility power 
loss per year with an average duration over 1.5 hours [14]. Thus, 
with synchronization based power provisioning, datacenters may 
lose renewable power supply even when they need it most.  

The intention of Oasis project is to facilitate server scale-out in 
power-/carbon- constrained datacenters. Oasis aims to become a 
non-intrusive, modularized renewable power integration scheme 
which allows datacenter operators to increase power capacity on-
demand and reduce datacenter carbon footprint gradually. In Sec-
tion 3 we describe our implementation of Oasis and in Section 4 we 
propose smart power management scheme Ozone which allows 
Optimized Oasis Operation (O3).  

3. IMPLEMENTATION 
 In this section we describe our implementation of Oasis start-
ing from scratch (Figure 5-a). Specifically, we focus on Oasis nodes, 
the key element of Oasis design. As shown in Figure 5-b, its struc-
ture consists of a power control hub, a server rack, and a power 
management agent that coordinates them.  

3.1 Power Control Hub 
 The power control hub (PCH) is the major hardware addition 
of Oasis nodes. It integrates battery charger, inverter, power supply 
switch panel, programmable logic controller (PLC), and a human-

machine interface (HMI) that allows easy system diagnosis. The 
PCH is designed to manage multiple energy sources (i.e., renewable 
power, utility power, and distributed battery devices). On its back-
side we provide three electrical sockets that allows easy connection 
to utility power (AC), battery (DC), and solar panels (DC). 
 Our prototype system is powered by an array of solar module. 
Each module is a 270 Watt Polycrystalline panel from Grape Solar. 
The panel output is a complex function of the solar irradiation, am-
bient temperature, and the load connected to it. To harvest the solar 
energy, we use a maximal power point tracker (MPPT) in our power 
control hub. The MPPT samples the output of the solar cells and 
applies proper control to obtain the optimal solar energy generation. 
However, it is not an essential part of the PCH. The MPPT is often 
a build-in module of the solar micro-inverter. 
  Oasis leverages distributed battery devices to provide tempo-
rary solar energy storage. Energy storage devices, such as uninter-
ruptable power supplies (UPS), are widely used in datacenters to 
address the risk of interruptions to the main grid. We have custom-
ized a stack of nine 2Ah sealed lead-acid batteries for the power 
control hub (scalable in the future). Our battery chassis can provide 
5~10 minutes of backup time, depending on the server load. 
 We convert the DC solar power to AC to match the output 
level of utility power. The AC solar power and AC utility power are 
merged (but isolated) at a switch panel in the PCH. We use high 
voltage Omron relay to perform power switch and a Mitsubishi 
FX2N programmable logic controller (PLC) is used to manage the 
switch behavior. Finally, the PCH routes power to rack-level power 
distribution strip which further feeds a cluster of server nodes. The 
entire rack is either powered by the utility power or renewable pow-
er, depending on the status of the internal power switch. 
 Table 1 shows several key technical data of our current Oasis 
prototype. The maximum charging current of our system is 4A, 
which is limited by the battery charger for battery lifetime consider-
ations. The PCH itself consumes static power (about 9 Watts) due to 
the HMI and PLC operations. The dynamic power loss is due to the 
heat dissipation of power conversion systems. The lifetime of bat-
tery system varies depend on its charging/discharging profile. We 
have designed power management scheme to maximize the benefits 
of battery and optimize its service life (detailed in Section 4). 



 

Maximum charging current 4 A 
Static power loss 9 W 
Dynamic power loss 8.8 W 
Battery lifetime (Estimated) 3 ~10 Years 

Table 1: The measured Oasis technical data 
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Figure 6: Power management agent and the data 

communication scheme inside of Oasis node 

3.2 System Monitoring and HMI 
 We enrich Oasis with sensing components that keep monitor-
ing real-time solar power output voltage and battery terminal volt-
age. These hardware agents could inform us the renewable energy 
resource conditions and the health status of batteries. Our systemat-
ic checkup of power supply behaviors also offers a real-time profile 
of the system’s energy utilization. This feature makes it possible to 
pinpoint areas of high energy usage in server farms, while establish-
ing a baseline for further capacity planning and optimization. Given 
appropriate monitoring data, Oasis could enable: 

1) Workload application driven energy source switching 
2) Energy source driven server load adaptation 
3) Emergency handling when facing power anomalies 

 To facilitate real-time configuration and diagnosis, we have 
designed human-machine interface (HMI) for each power control 
hub. As shown in Figure 5-(a), it is a touch screen panel with build-
in microprocessors that could display graphics, animation, and in-
terchange data to and from the PLC. Besides, the HMI device also 
serves as an important portal for communication between the PLC 
and our external power management agent.  

3.3 Bridging Server and Power Supply 
 A key feature of the PCH is that it sets up the communication 
gateway between power supply layer and server workload layer. 
This design is partly enlightened by the energy management strate-
gy in future smart grid, which focuses on intelligent control, com-
munication, and coordination across electrical loads, power electric 
interfaces, and power generators. Figure 6 illustrates the data com-
munication scheme of Oasis. The power management agent is a 
middleware lies between operating system and workloads. 
 We use Modbus protocol [15] for communication between the 
power management agent and the power control hub. It is a widely 
used serial communication protocol for industrial electronic devices 
due to its robustness and simplicity. There are several other benefits 
of using Modbus. First, the Modbus TCP protocol integrates Mod-
bus instruction sets into existing TCP/IP protocol. Therefore we can 
take advantage of the scalability of Ethernet to easily scale up our 
deployment of nodes and share information among them. Second, 
there is no need to worry about the transmission failure of the Mod-
bus instruction as the lower layer TCP/IP protocol has provided the 
redundant checksum. Typical Modbus TCP communication in-
cludes a Modbus server and a Modbus client. In this study, the 
power management agent is the Modbus client (master) which initi-
ates the communication requests periodically through socket to the 
Modbus server (slave), i.e., the HMI.  

3.4 Dynamic Energy Source Switching 
 Oasis nodes are able to dynamically switch between green 
power supply and utility power. The PCH offers two power switch-
ing modes: the autonomous mode and the coordinated mode.  
 Autonomous Mode: This is the default mode for Oasis. In this 
mode, Oasis nodes intend to run autonomously, i.e., switching the 
load between solar power and utility grid based on the given solar 
and utility power budget. The PLC in our power control hub defines 
two atomic modules: SupplySense and SupplySwitch, as shown in 
Figure 7. While the former module focusing on setting parameters 
that are used for making energy source management decision, the 
latter one executes energy source switch.  
 Coordinated Mode: Oasis also provides servers the option of 
establishing their own power supply switching policies. Our system 
currently allows two user-defined operations: Utility Power En-
forcement and Solar Power Enforcement. Users could specify their 
preferred energy source at runtime, by calling the power manage-
ment agent. However, the execution of a power supply switching 
signal depends on battery status, solar power output, and utility 
power availability. The user’s switching request will be ignored if it 
violates the power budget or causes safety issues.  

3.5 Enhancing Power Switching Reliability 
 For every switch operation, the controller will first check the 
output of power supplies to ensure that they work normally. As 
shown in Figure 7, the PCH configuration allows an overlap be-
tween solar power and utility power when performing power supply 
switching. We disconnect one energy source only when the other 
has been successfully working for 5 seconds. This mechanism helps 
to avoid potential switching failure that interrupts server operation. 
 Our controller also maintains appropriate voltage thresholds to 
prolong the lifetime of backup power system. Figure 8 shows the 
measured battery voltage during power switching. The battery starts 
to discharge at 12.5V (charging threshold) and stop discharging 
when its voltage drops to 11.8V (discharging threshold). The charg-
ing/discharging thresholds prevent batteries from entering deep-
discharging or over-charging mode. In addition, we notice that the 
large inrush current due to power switching could result in an im-
mediate voltage droop (about 0.4V) in our battery pack, as shown in 
Figure 8. We are planning to design appropriate battery manage-
ment circuitry to mitigate such abnormal battery drain issues. How-
ever, it is out of the scope of the themes pursued in this paper. 

3.6 Server Power Demand Control 
It is crucial to control the server power demand (especially the 

peak power drawn) when renewable energy generation fluctuates. 
For example, when solar power output decreases, one can temporar-
ily lower the average processing speed of the server cluster to avoid 
shutting down any one of them. Although batteries can provide 
backup power capacity, it is beneficial to not heavily rely on them 
for reliability considerations. 

In this study we use dynamic voltage and frequency scaling 
(DVFS) for server load adaption. It has been shown that DVFS 
could reduce the peak power drawn of a server cluster by 18% for 
real-world datacenter workload mix [16]. Our system kernel is con-
figured with the on-demand frequency scaling governor. Oasis is 
able to set server system at different CPU operating states (C states) 
and performance states (P states). Based on the supply monitoring 
data and workload power demand statistics, Oasis performs real-
time supply-driven load adaptation 
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(a) SupplySense module (b) SupplySwitch module 

Figure 7: The control flow of power supply switching. Oasis in autonomous mode uses two atomic modules to control the system. 
 
 

 
Figure 8: The power control hub uses threshold to avoid over 
charge/discharge a battery. The voltage droop is caused by inrush 
currents. 

4. OPTIMIZED OASIS OPERATION 
 The flexibility of Oasis power provisioning architecture pro-
vides datacenter owners plenty of room for improving the efficien-
cy and performance of their servers. In this section we propose 
Ozone, a power management scheme for Optimized Oasis Opera-
tion (O3). Ozone enables Oasis users to take one step further to-
wards the aim of efficient scale-out datacenters.  
 Ozone seeks a balance between power supply management 
and server load management. In addition to the basic power control 
rules of Oasis, Ozone features a new set of policies that intend to 
maximally take advantage of multiple energy sources without 
heavily relying on any single energy sources. In addition, Ozone 
adaptively adjusts server load based on power supply states to find 
the best design tradeoff.  
 While many factors may affect Oasis operation, Ozone picks 
up six representative factors for making control decisions.  Three 
of them are power-related: Utility Budget, Solar Budget, and Load 
Demand; two of them are battery-related: Discharge Budget and 
Remaining Capacity; and one Switch parameter that specifies 
which energy source is in use as primary power. 

4.1 Managing Battery Usage 
 Batteries have a lifespan (typically 5~10 years) estimated by 
their manufactures. These energy storage devices become no long-
er suitable for mission-critical datacenters after their designed ser-
vice life. Aggressively discharging batteries will significantly de-
grade their lifetime. However, even if batteries are not frequently 
used, they still suffer aging and self-discharging problems.  
 Ozone uses an Ah-Throughput Model [17] for battery lifespan 
optimization. This model assumes that there is a fixed amount of 
aggregated energy (overall throughput) that can be cycled through 
a battery before it requires replacement. The model provides a 
reasonable estimation of the battery lifetime and has been used in 
software developed by the National Renewable Energy Lab [18]. 
 During runtime, Ozone dynamically monitors battery dis-
charging events and calculates battery throughput (in amp-hour) 
based on Peukets’s equation [19]: 

1
actual actual nominal( / ) pcDischarge I I I T−= ⋅ ⋅   (Eq-1) 

 In Eq-1, Iactual is the observed discharging current, Inorminal is 
the nominal discharging current which is given by the manufactur-
er, pc is the Peukets coefficient, and T is the discharging duration. 
Over time, the aggregated battery throughput is given by: 
 

agg iiD Discharge= ∑   (Eq-2) 
 To avoid battery over-utilization, Ozone carefully sets a soft 
limit on battery usage at any given time. At the beginning of each 
control cycle, Oasis nodes receive a Discharge Budget which spec-
ifies the maximum amount of stored energy uses that will not com-
promise battery lifetime. Assuming the overall battery throughput 
is Dtotal, the Discharge Budget is set as:  
 

total agg = BD D D−   (Eq-3) 
 The Discharge Budget affects both power supply switching 
behavior and server workload adaptation control. When the Dis-
charge Budget is inadequate, Ozone prefers to switch server back 
to utility power or decrease server power demand to avoid heavily 
utilizes battery system.  

4.2 Managing Backup Capacity 
 Distributed battery systems not only provide Oasis basic sup-
port for managing time-varying renewable power, but also serve as 
uninterruptible power supplies for scale-out servers.  
 Maintaining necessary backup capacity is critical. It has been 
shown that UPS capacity exceeded is one of the top root causes of 
unplanned outages in datacenters [14]. The backup capacity is the 
primary factor that determines UPS autonomy (a.k.a. backup time). 
It is a measure of the time for which the UPS system will support 
the critical load during power failure. In addition to the Discharge 
Budget, Ozone also sets a limit on the minimum remaining capacity 
of batteries. Our system only uses 40% of the installed capacity for 
managing renewable power shortfall (referred to as Flexible Ca-
pacity). The remaining 60% battery capacity (i.e., Reserved Capac-
ity) is only used for emergency handling purpose. When the battery 
capacity drops below 60%, Ozone will switch the server from re-
newable power supply to utility power supply. 

4.3 Managing Server Performance 
 Due to the time-varying nature of renewable energy resources, 
Oasis nodes need to handle variable renewable power budget. 
There are always two power management options available: (1) 
decrease server performance level to lower server power demand, 
or (2) continue to operate at the highest frequency and use energy 
storage to compensate the power shortfall. To find the best design 
tradeoff between server performance and system reliability, Ozone 
cooperatively controls power supply switching and server pro-
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cessing speed, as shown in Table 2. The idea is to adaptively select 
one of the two power management options based on the observed 
Discharge Budget and the amount of Flexible Capacity.  
 In Table 2, when both Discharge Budget and Flexible Capaci-
ty are adequate, Ozone gives high priority to server performance 
boost (i.e., run workload at the highest frequency) with the support 
of battery. When the system runs out of Discharge Budget but still 
have Flexible Capacity, Ozone allows the server to keep using 
green energy with reduced server frequency. If the stored energy 
drops below 60% of its installed capacity, Ozone will switch the 
load to the utility power side. 
 

P Load > P Renewable 
 1 

R 
DB > 0 upsC > 60% Switch = ‘N’, cpuFreq = ‘Highest’  

2 upsC < 60% Switch = ‘Y’, cpuFreq = ‘TBD’ 
3 DB = 0 upsC > 60% Switch = ‘N’, cpuFreq = ‘Low’  
4 upsC < 60% Switch = ‘Y’, cpuFreq = ‘TBD’ 
5 

U 
DB > 0 upsC > 80% Switch = ‘Y’, cpuFreq = ‘Highest’ 

6 upsC < 80% Switch = ‘N’, cpuFreq = ‘TBD’ 
7 DB = 0 upsC > 80% Switch = ‘Y’, cpuFreq = ‘Lowest’ 
8 upsC < 80% Switch = ‘N’, cpuFreq = ‘TBD’ 
  

P Renewable > P Load 
 9 R -  -  Switch = ‘N’, cpuFreq = ‘Highest’ 

10 U -  -  Switch = ‘Y’, cpuFreq = ‘Highest’ 

R – Renewable power side; U – Utility power side; DB – Discharge budget; 
upsC – Estimated battery/ups capacity; Y – Switch the power supply; N – Don’t 
switch; TBD – Server speed scales evenly depending on actual power budget ; 

Table 2: The power control decision tree of Ozone 

5. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 
We develop an evaluation framework using our prototype sys-

tem. The framework is configured into three layers: the Power 
Budget Control Layer, the Oasis Operation Layer, and the Data 
Collection and Analytic Layer.   

In the Power Budget Control Layer, we feed the system with 
pre-defined power budget. We use the peak server power demand 
as default utility power budget of our system. To ensure fare com-
parison, we collect real-world solar power traces and use it as re-
newable power budget for all the experiments. 

In the Oasis Operation Layer, we setup four 1U rack-mounted 
servers as computing load, as shown in Table 3. They are high-
performance lower-power computing nodes that use Intel Core i7-
2720QM 4-core CPU as processing engine. The measured idle 
power and peak power of each server are 21W and 55W, respec-
tively. With the Intel Turbo Boost Technology, these processors 
support up to 3.3 GHz operating frequency.  

We deploy Xen 4.1.2 with Linux kernel 2.6.32.40 on each 
server node. Both para-virtualization and hardware virtualization 
are used to support different virtual machines with various memory 
size. Multiple virtual machines are booted to execute different 
workloads on each server. We enable the relocation feature of VM 
in Xen and live migrate the virtual machine by using command (xm 
migrate DOMID IP -l). Xen power management feature is also 
enabled to dynamically tune the vCPU frequency by using com-
mand (xenpm set-scaling-speed cupid num and xenpm set-scaling-
govornor cupid gov). Our system kernel is configured with the on-
demand frequency scaling governor. We set the minimum frequen-
cy as 0.8GHz and the normal frequency as 2.2 GHz. 

We choose various datacenter workloads from Hibench [20] 
and CloudSuite [21]. Hibench consists of a set of representative 
Hadoop programs including both synthetic micro-benchmarks and 

real-world applications. CloudSuite is a benchmark suite designed 
for emerging scale-out applications that are gaining popularity in 
today’s datacenters. As shown in Table 4, we select ten workloads 
from five roughly classified categories. Within each experiment, a 
workload is executed iteratively.  

In the Data Collection and Analytic Layer, we deploy front-end 
network server to communicate with the server cluster through a 
TP-Link 10/100M rack-mounted switch. The network server uses 
an AMD low power 8-core CPU with 16GB installed memory. We 
write system drivers using Linux socket to enable data communica-
tion between front-end server and the Oasis node. We store the 
collected battery charging/discharging statistics and the measured 
server power consumption data in a log file. We also use Watts UP 
Pro power meter [22] for our measurement in energy-related exper-
iments. This power meter is able to display instantaneous power 
consumption with relatively high accuracy (1.5%). It also provides 
internal memory for storing up to 120K history power data. 
 We evaluated the battery lifetime based on the observed battery 
usage profile. We assume the battery has a cycle life of 5000 times 
and a maximal service life of ten years. Note that Oasis design is 
orthogonal to the actual battery specifications. It could optimize the 
service life of a variety of battery scenarios, thereby increases the 
overall cost-effectiveness of datacenter.  
 

Computing Nodes 
 CPU Intel Core i7-2720QM, 4-core, 2.2G, TDP 45W 
Memory 8 GB, registered 
Disk Seagate Barracuda 7200RPM, 500 GB 
M/B SuperMicro ITX Socket G2 Motherboard 
 

Front-End Server 
 CPU AMD Opteron 4256 EE, 8-Core 2.5G, TDP 32W 
Memory 16 GB, registered 
Disk Seagate Barracuda 7200RPM, 1000 GB 
M/B SuperMicro ATX Socket C32 Motherboard 
Switch TP-Link TL-SF1024 24-Port Unmanaged 10/100M  

Table 3: Computing platform setup 
 

Abbr. Workload Category 
 

Sort Sort program on Hadoop  Micro Benchmarks 
WC Word count program on Hadoop Micro Benchmarks 
Rank Page rank algorithm of Mahout Web Search 
Nutch Apache Nutch indexing Web Search 
Bayes Bayesian classification Machine Learning 
KM K-means clustering Machine Learning 
Web Web serving Internet Service 
Media Cline-server media streaming Internet Service 
YCSB Yahoo! cloud serving benchmark Cloud Application 
Test Software testing Cloud Application 

Table 4: Evaluated workloads [20, 21] 
 

6. RESULTS 
In this section we evaluate the impact of various power supply 

switching and server adaptation schemes. To be more specific, we 
evaluate three kinds of Oasis power management schemes: Oasis-
B, Oasis-L, and Ozone. Their operation features are summarized in 
Table 5. In the following sub-sections, we first investigate the per-
formance of various control schemes. We then discuss their im-
pacts on battery lifetime and emergency handling capabilities. Af-
terwards, we evaluate the energy usage profile of different schemes. 
Finally, we discuss the cost issue of Oasis. 



 

  
(a) High renewable power variability (b) Low renewable power variability 

Figure 9: The execution latency due to server performance scaling. Ozone could achieve very close performance compared to Oasis-B, 
which heavily uses battery to support high server speed. 
 

  
(a) High renewable power variability (b) Low renewable power variability 

Figure 10: The estimated battery lifetime calculated from battery usage profile. Typically, Ozone shows much better battery lifetime com-
pared to Oasis-B. In some scenarios when renewable power is constantly high, Ozone may result in under-utilization of battery system. 
 

6.1 Performance 
 Job turn-around time is a crucial metrics for emerging data-
analytic workload in scale-out datacenters. Figure 9 shows the 
increase in job turn-around time under both high-variability and 
low-variability solar power generation scenarios. In Figure 9-(a), 
the mean turn-around time of Oasis-B, Oasis-L and Ozone is in-
creased by 0.5%, 5.4%, 0.6%, respectively. In Figure 9-(b), the 
turn-around time of Oasis-B, Oasis-L and Ozone is increased by 
0.4%, 4.7%, 1%, respectively. 
 As can be seen, Oasis-B shows the best performance. This is 
because Oasis-B trades off battery lifetime for server performance. 
In contrast, Oasis-L shows much higher performance degradation 
as it frequently lowers the processing frequency to match the inad-
equate renewable power budget. In Figures 9-(a) and 9-(b), the 
results of Ozone are very close to Oasis-B. On average, Ozone 
yields less than 1% performance degradation compared to Oasis-B, 
which heavily uses battery to provide power shortfall.  

6.2 Battery Lifetime 
 In Figure 10 we estimate the battery service life based on 
detailed battery profiling information. Longer battery services life 
is favored as it lowers the total cost of ownership (TCO).  

 When renewable power supply varies significantly, the opera-
tion of server nodes typically requires substantial support from the 
energy storage. As a result, the predicted lifetime is much shorter 
than the designed service life (10 years), as shown in Figure 10-(a). 
On average, the lifetime of Oasis-B, Oasis-L, and Ozone is 3.9 
years, 6.2 years, and 6.0 years, respectively. Due to the over-use of 
battery systems, the battery service life of Oasis-B is only 63% of 
Oasis-L. In contrast, the average battery lifetime of Ozone is 97% 
of Oasis-L. Compared to Oasis-B, Ozone could increase the life-
time by more than 50%.  
 When renewable power supply becomes adequate, as shown 
in Figure 10-(b), the battery service of all the three power man-
agement schemes increases significantly. This happens because 
batteries are not discharged for most of time. However, commercial 
batteries cannot last for 20 years even if they are under-utilized. 
Many other issues such as aging and leakage will become the dom-
inant factors for lifetime estimation if the batteries are used for an 
extended duration. In the real world, batteries are used much more 
frequently since renewable power system does not maintain peak 
output throughout its service life.  

Figure 11 illustrates the problem of uneven battery usage. 
Note that when renewable output is constantly high, the distributed 
battery system is rarely used. In contrast, when renewable power 
fluctuates severely, batteries start to show heavy charging and dis-
charging activities. Therefore, one can actually save plenty of Dis-
charging Budget in scenarios like Figure 11-(b). This amount of 
Discharging Budget saving can be further used in scenarios like 
Figure 11-(a) to provide necessary load power support. In fact, the 
Oasis user can opportunistically leverage stored energy (even if 
current Discharging Budget is zero) to boost system performance 
without significantly affecting the battery service life. As long as 
the renewable power generation is likely to be adequate in the near 
future, the controller can advance server system certain amount of 
stored energy (if there is still Flexible Capacity in the battery).  
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Schemes Description  
   
Oasis-B 

Battery-oriented design. Focuses on using energy storage 
management. May result in low load performance if the 
stored energy is not enough. 

Oasis-L 
Load-oriented design. Focuses on the load power scaling 
capability of servers. It uses frequency scaling first, then 
leverage battery to compensate the power shortfall. 

Ozone Optimized control. Focuses on balanced usage of server 
load adaptation and the stored renewable energy.  

Table 5: The evaluated Oasis power management schemes 



 

 

 

 

 
(a) High renewable power variability (b) Low renewable power variability 

Figure 11: Battery discharging profile and the renewable power supply and server power demand traces (workload: Nutch page indexing).  

  
(a) High renewable power variability (b) Low renewable power variability 

Figure 12: The average battery backup capacity. Ozone maintains high backup time due to its better battery capacity management capability. 

  
(a) High renewable power variability (b) Low renewable power variability 

Figure 13: The ratio of green energy usage to overall power consumption. Ozone has relatively higher dependence on grid power. 
 

6.3 Emergency Handling Capability 
 When datacenter servers scale out, their backup up power 
should be increased accordingly. While instantaneous workload 
performance boost is important for Oasis server, maintaining nec-
essary backup capacity is even more important. A low battery 
backup capacity can pose significant risk since the backup genera-
tor may not be ready to pick up the load. 
 In Figure 12 we show the average UPS capacity during runtime 
for different power management mechanisms. Ozone could main-
tain around 73% backup capacity when renewable power variabil-
ity is high and about 98% backup capacity when renewable power 
variability is low. Oasis suffers increased numbers of charg-
ing/discharging cycles in circumstances that renewable power var-
ies significantly. Therefore, the backup capacity is low for all the 
three power management schemes in Figure 12-(a). Without setting 
a limit on the battery usage and the minimum battery stored capaci-
ty, the battery backup time can drops by 75% (i.e., Oasis-B).  

6.4 Energy Usage Profile 
 Datacenters with heavy data-processing computing task often 
desire significant amount of runtime and consume large amount of 
energy. Leveraging green energy to provide additional power could 
save utility power bills considerably and lower the negative envi-
ronmental impact of carbon-constrained datacenters. In Figure 13 
we evaluate datacenter green energy utilization as the ratio of re-
newable energy usage to overall IT energy consumption. 

 While Ozone yields impressive system performance, battery 
lifetime, and battery backup capacity, it shows relatively lower 
green energy utilization. Compared to Oasis-B, Ozone yields 11% 
less renewable power rate when renewable power varies signifi-
cantly and 8% less renewable power rate when renewable power 
generation is high. The reason Oasis-B shows high green energy 
usage is that it heavily uses battery to harvest renewable energy. In 
contrast, Oasis-L aggressively scales load power demand to match 
the renewable power generation.  

7. COST ANALYSIS 
Cost-effectiveness has become one of the top factors that drive 

server-class system design and optimization. In this section, we 
discuss the impact of Oasis on the cost of large datacenters. We 
estimate the system cost based on the collected operation log of 
Oasis node, trusted industry datasheets, manufacturer specifica-
tions, and government publications.  

7.1 Cost Breakdown of Oasis Node 
 We first evaluate the cost of Oasis design (excluding the IT 
server cost and the cost of labor). Figure 14 presents two pie charts 
that show the cost breakdown. On the left we evaluate our Oasis 
node prototype. As can be seen, solar panel is the most expensive 
component (account for about 29% of the overall expenditure) in 
our renewable energy powered server system, followed by the PLC 
module (22%), the power inverter (16%), the battery (13%), and 
the HMI (9%).  
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Figure 14:  A cost breakdown of Oasis. Left: summary of our prototype. 
Right: estimation for a 5KW standard server rack. Some components such 
as HMI and PLC do not need to scale up when server system scales out. 
Solar panels, batteries, and inverters are dominant components. 

Figure 15: Cost trends of deploying Oasis for matching gradually rising 
computing demand in scale-out datacenters. In a typical 10-year datacen-
ter life, gradually increase the capacity of installed renewable power 
system is more economical. 

 

 On the right chart we estimate the cost of Oasis design for a 
40U standard server with moderate density (<10KW). We assume 
the rack is populated with 20 SuperMicro 1017R Xeon 1U servers. 
The cost of Oasis power control hub, including a 5KW inverter, is 
about $1.2K. It is approximately 4% of the total cost of the server 
equipment. While PLC and HMI are both major cost components 
in our prototype system, they actually account for only a very small 
portion of the total cost of ownership in large-scale datacenters. In 
addition, they do not need to scale up when more server systems 
are added. In contrast, power provisioning systems such as solar 
panels, batteries, and inverters need to increase their capacities to 
meet the growing load demand. Since Oasis is designed to take 
advantage of existing battery systems in a datacenter, solar pan-
els and power inverters are often the major hardware additions.  

7.2 Cost Projection for Large Deployment 
 Centralized renewable power integration has relatively low 
initial cost due to the scale effect. Recent report estimates that 
small-scale PV panel (around 5KW, for residential use) has an 
installed price of $5.9/W, while large-scale PV panel (several hun-
dred KW) has a lower price of around $4.74/W [23]. In addition, 
solar power inverter accounts for about 10%~20% of the initial 
system cost [24]. Central inverters in several MWs level are often 
cheaper compared to micro inverters (typically < 10KW) used in 
the Oasis controller. The former costs around $0.18/W, while the 
later costs around $0.5/W [25].  
 The main advantage of Oasis is that it allows users to gradual-
ly increase the installed renewable power capacity, thereby elimi-
nating the inefficiency of over-provisioning. Oasis users can also 
take advantage of the ever-decreasing component cost to further 
lower their total expenditures. It has been shown that the installed 
prices of U.S. residential and commercial PV systems declined 
5%~7% per year, on average, from 1998~2011, and by 11%~14% 
from 2010~2011, depending on system size [25]. The cost of mi-
cro-inverter also decreases by 5% yearly [25]. 
 Figure 15 illustrates how Oasis design helps to improve the 
overall cost-effectiveness of renewable energy powered scale-out 
datacenters. We assume that Oasis users evenly increase their de-
ployment of Oasis node with a ten-year scale-out plan. (e.g., equip 
10% of the datacenter servers with solar power system every year). 
For the cost of solar power system, we use a conservative decline 
rate of 6% per year, and an optimistic decline rate of 12% per year. 
We calculate electricity cost savings of renewable energy powered 
systems based on real historical solar power traces. We use hourly 
solar irradiance measurement data (January 2003 ~ December 
2012, 24 hours a day) provided by the NREL Solar Radiation Re-
search Laboratory [26]. We assume the utility power is $0.1/kWh 
and datacenters can sell excess renewable power to the utility. 

 Figure 15 shows the cost overhead (total additional cost due to 
renewable power integration) for different design scenarios. The 
results are normalized to the one-time expenditure of datacenter-
level renewable power integration. For conventional green datacen-
ter that uses centralized renewable power integration, one can ex-
pect to get 17% investment return (due to the electricity cost sav-
ings) after ten years. However, this estimation is optimistic as the 
utility grid typically uses negotiated renewable power feed-in tariff 
that has a lower purchase price. In addition, for safety reasons, 
there is also a limit on the maximum amount of renewable power 
that can be synchronized with the utility power. The overall cost of 
Oasis is close to the conventional centralized design if solar power 
cost decreases by a conservative rate of 6% per year. If solar power 
cost declines faster, namely, 12% per year, Oasis could result in 
25% less overhead cost, compared to a centralized design.  
 Note that there is no one-for-all universal design. Green data-
centers with centralized solar power system may be a better choice 
if one has a firm goal of renewable power integration capacity and 
a confidence in future load power demand. However, if one wants 
to enhance datacenter operational resiliency and seeks to gradual-
ly incorporate renewable energy to avoid over-committing capital, 
Oasis provides an attractive alternative. 

8. RELATED WORK 
In this section we describe the state-of-the-art design of green 

computing systems that allow datacenters to leverage alternative 
power sources and reduce average server carbon footprint.  

The scale-out model starts to draw great attention these days 
as emerging cloud application and data-processing workloads tend 
to scale well with large numbers of compute nodes. There has been 
several pioneering work that introduces processor and system level 
design methodologies for scale-out systems [27, 28]. At server 
cluster-level Kontorinis et.al [10] propose distributed UPS systems 
for more cost-effective power over-subscription. Recently, Wang 
et.al [29] investigate the power scarcity issue in datacenters and 
proposes power distribution virtualization techniques for managing 
power-constrained datacenters. Different from existing designs that 
emphasis improving server efficiency and density to free up data-
center power capacity, this work looks at approaches that provide 
additional power capacity incrementally to power-constrained 
servers to enable them to scale out.  

We observe three interesting stages of development in the de-
sign and management of computing systems that takes advantage 
of green energy systems. At first, designers mainly focus on hard-
ware and system control techniques, with an emphasis on adapting 
server power to the time-varying renewable power budget [30, 31]. 
Following that, the second stage features several more flexible 
solutions that leverage workload adaptation [32-35]. The main idea 
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is to shift deferrable workloads to a time window in which renewa-
ble generation is sufficient (temporal adaptation), or to relocate 
workloads to a different system where power budget is abundant 
(spatial adaptation). In the third stage, the gap between power sup-
ply management and workload management starts to diminish. For 
example, recent designs have highlighted approaches that coopera-
tively tune both energy sources and workloads to achieve an opti-
mal operating point [36, 37]. 

Existing work on carbon-aware systems can also be roughly 
classified into three categories, as discussed below. 
Focusing on Supply-Load Matching 

The dominate design pattern for managing mismatches be-
tween server power demand and power supply budget is to enable 
supply-following (a.k.a. supply-tracking) computing load to elimi-
nate supply-demand mismatches. SolarCore [30] leverages per-
core DVFS on multi-core systems to track the peak solar power 
budget while optimally assigns the power across different work-
load. Blink [31] leverages the on/off power cycles of server moth-
erboard for tracking wind power supply. Their goal is to minimize 
the negative impact of temporary server shutdown on internet ap-
plications. Recently, iSwitch [38, 39] proposes handling renewable 
power budget through dynamic VM live migration between two 
clusters. It emphasizes different supply/load tuning policies for 
different renewable power scenario. In addition, Chameleon [40] 
proposes using online learning algorithm to dynamically select 
power supplies and power management policies. However, it main-
ly focuses on server level power control. Similar to iSwitch, [41] 
also divides datacenter clusters into a brown part (which uses utili-
ty power) and a green part (which uses renewable power). While 
this work proposes a power delivery architecture that is similar to 
that of Oasis, it assumes centralized batteries and integrates renew-
able power at cluster level.  

In contrast to the supply-following based design, our recent 
work on load-following based design [37] takes advantage of the 
self-tuning capabilities of some renewable power supplies to match 
the changes in datacenter server load. In [37], we adjust datacenter 
power demand for improving load following efficiency.  

There has been prior work exploring fine-grained renewable 
power integration in datacenters. For example, Deng et al. [42] 
investigate the use of grid-tie inverters for managing renewable 
power distribution. However, their work focuses on concentrating 
renewable power on green servers and does not consider the role of 
distributed batteries and modular renewable power supplies. 

Several recent papers have discussed the role of battery in 
server clusters [43, 44]. These papers propose using energy storag-
es devices to shave peak server power, manage demand-supply 
mismatch, and avoid unnecessary load migration. 

Prior proposals typically assume that the interface between 
renewable power source and server system is ready. Although fu-
ture smart grid is expected to feature smart communication gate-
way for providing connectivity and interactive control between 
onsite power generator and computing load, currently such inter-
face is not widely adopted. In this study we build our supply-load 
cooperative control infrastructure and explore cross-layer power 
management schemes to achieve the best design tradeoff. 
Focusing on Resource Planning 

Many proposals focus on optimizing cost and energy utiliza-
tion in green datacenters. For example, Liu et.al [35] model and 
evaluate dynamic load scheduling scheme in geographically dis-
tributed systems for reducing datacenter electricity prices. Zhang 
et.al [33] discuss cost-aware load balancing that maximizes renew-

able energy utilization. Deng et.al [34] explore algorisms for opti-
mizing clean energy cost for green Web hosts. Recently, Ren et.al 
[45] demonstrate that intelligently leveraging renewable energy 
(self-generation or purchasing) can lower datacenter costs, not just 
cap carbon footprints. In this study we investigate power provision-
ing architecture and power management schemes to allow scale-out 
datacenters to maximize the benefit of green energy.  
Investigating Field Deployment 

Several studies have demonstrated the feasibility of renewable 
energy powered datacenters. These designs typically employ ener-
gy storage devices, grid-tie power controller, or a combination of 
both to manage renewable power. For example, HP Labs [46] tests 
a renewable energy powered micro-cluster called Net-Zero for 
minimizing the dependence on traditional utility grid. Their sched-
uling considers shedding non-critical workload to match the time-
varying solar energy output.  

The most similar prior work is GreenSwitch, a workload and 
energy source co-management scheme on a prototype green data-
center called Parasol [36]. In this work the authors highlights data-
center free cooling, low-power server nodes, renewable power 
prediction, and net-metering mechanism. Similar to [36], our work 
also faces the problem of solar power supply variability and data-
center power demand fluctuation. However, Oasis & Ozone differs 
from Parasol & GreenSwitch in five main aspects: 

 First, our work focuses on incremental solar power integra-
tion at PDU level. While [36] targets a broad category of 
systems from warehouse-scale clusters to small server con-
tainers, its discussion mainly focuses on datacenter-level 
solar power integration and management.  

 Second, Oasis does not synchronize solar power supply 
with the utility power and therefore is more reliant on ener-
gy storage devices. The advantage of such design is that it 
facilitates gradual renewable power expansion and allows 
heavily renewable energy penetration. 

 Third, our system emphasizes the role of hardware power 
management. Oasis dynamically adjusts its load processing 
speed in response to the time-varying energy source condi-
tions. In contrast, [36] emphasizes the role of model-based 
software power prediction. It uses workload characteristics 
to guide energy source switching.  

 Forth, Oasis & Ozone pays more attention to battery ca-
pacity management and lifetime optimization, while [36] 
uses large batteries to lower electricity cost in the face of 
renewable power and utility grid net-metering.  

 Fifth, our prototype system uses commodity Intel Core i7 
series servers, while Parasol & GreenSwitch explores low-
power Atom-based computing nodes.  

9. CONCLUSIONS 
 In this paper we envision the long-term competitiveness of 
introducing modular green energy sources into datacenter capacity 
expansion plan. We present Oasis, a novel power provisioning 
architecture that enables power-/carbon- constrained datacenters to 
scale out. Our system leverages modular renewable power supplies 
and emerging distributed battery architecture to provide automated 
power provisioning and orchestration. Oasis naturally supports the 
power needs of scale-out systems and could enable datacenters to 
double its capacity with up to 25% less overhead cost.  
  We propose Ozone, a cross-layer power management scheme 
for Optimized Oasis Operation (O3). Ozone enables Oasis system 
to distill crucial runtime statistics of different power sources to 



 

avoid unbalanced usage of power source. Our results show that 
Ozone could help Oasis to reduce workload execution delay to 1%, 
extend battery lifetime by over 50%, and increase backup time by 
1.9X, while still maintaining satisfactory green power usage rate.  
   Oasis helps to drive scalability, flexibility, sustainability and 
reliability in datacenters. Our work intends to show how IT design 
and operation can be carbon-conscious and social responsible. We 
expect that Oasis will encourage and facilitate innovative green 
computing research. This paper will also provide useful experienc-
es and insights for both academics and practitioners who intend to 
build more efficient and cost-effective green computing systems.  
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